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YEAR AT A GLANCE 
5 THINGS YOU MADE POSSIBLE 

TOTAL BASKETS OF FOOD 
DISTRIBUTED FROM OUR 

EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRY

 COUNSELING SESSIONS

STUDIO VISITS TO THE 
J2K MUSIC PROGRAM

LEGAL CLINICS

WORKSHOPS GIVEN 
THROUGH THE 

SENSE PROGRAM



VISION, MISSION, IMPACT
OUR VISION
A society in which all youth are participants and are 
inspired by the endless possibilities available to them.

OUR MISSION
Our mission is to work with youth to promote their physical 
and mental well-being. Our approach is preventative, 
inclusive, non-judgmental, and holistic, with a fundamental 
commitment to providing an environment that welcomes 
youth without discrimination. We facilitate social change 
and the empowerment of youth based on their current 
needs within our community and society at large.

SUPPORTING YOUTH WHERE THEY’RE AT
A model built not on generalizing, 

but on ensuring that our services are 
tailored to every youth’s needs, to help 
them define and implement their own 

solutions.
HELPING YOUTH HELP EACH OTHER

Encourage youth to lead the way in 
everything we do, opening up diverse 
opportunities for them to share their 

knowledge and passion, and to shape 
their communities.  

AMPLIFYING YOUTH VOICES
Promoting and representing the voices 
of Montreal’s youth in our networks, so 
that those who would otherwise not be 

heard are listened to carefully.

A murAl pAinted in  ndG in the 1970s



LETTER FROM THE BOARD PRESIDENT
Dear community,
This year marks the 50th year that Head & Hands has been 
offering its services to the Montreal community. I am grateful 
for this opportunity to celebrate what we’ve accomplished in 
2019-2020 amidst all its difficulties, and to thank those without 
whom our work would not have been possible. 

AndreA ClArke

Since the WHO declaration in January 2020 that 
COVID-19 constituted a public health emergency, 
our services have been needed more than ever. 
Our staff and Board of Directors responded nimbly 
to the challenge—offering some services for the 
first time, running the Medical Clinic half through 
videoconference, and continuing urgent services 
in-person.
The Board of Directors is deeply grateful to Rhonda, 
who retired this year, for her nearly two decades of 
youth counseling at Head & Hands. 
2020 also marks the year where we say a huge 
thank you to our beloved outgoing executive 
director, Andrea Clarke. With Andrea at the helm, 
Head & Hands accomplished the herculean feat 
of moving out of our old building and finalizing 
renovations for our current head office on Benny; 
we have more robust and clear internal policies 
than ever before that safeguard the well-being of 
our staff and volunteers.
I look forward to working more closely in the 
coming year with Richenda Grazette as our Interim 
Executive Director, and with the rest of our amazing 
Board members. As I enter the last year of my six-
year tenure on the board, I can’t wait to see all that 
we will accomplish together.

IN SOLIDARITY, YUAN STEVENS
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S T R E E T  W O R K
& S E N S E

HEALTH SERVICES
With our Medical Clinic being one of our most long 
standing programs, challenging it’s structure to 
remain in line with our vision is an ongoing process 
we were eager to undertake.
This year our new Health Services Director, Andrea, 
boldly took over the program by doing extensive 
research and rewriting our policies to bring our 
standards up to date with best practices. Her 
process is not only informed by her background as 
a nurse but also her strong beliefs in harm reduction 
being the best approach to healthcare. 

The clinic brought on three new doctors, and started 
a Nurses Drop-in Clinic. Andrea organized training 
that ensured the whole Medical Team could function 
as a cohesive unit, with our organization’s values 
and intentions; serving our mission to always better 
client care. While keeping our holistic approach as 
comprehensive as possible, Andrea has reduced wait 
times and modified our clinic hours. Moreover, refining 
the triage process for clinic intake has helped make 
clients aware of our capacity, and understand our 
commitment to populations who don’t have access to 
healthcare: for example, this year we added a reserve 
spot every clinic for Indigenous youth. These changes 
have led to an increase in vulnerable  youth accessing our 
health services and getting the healthcare they need.The 
expansion of the clinic with Andrea’s vision has allowed us 
to continue to usher in a future where healthcare strives to 
be a safer space for marginalized people.

“The benefit of H&H is the independence from 
any kind of system, we have the freedom to 
provide the care youth are asking for. They 
become a part of their health process because 
we don’t have a lot of restrictions. The biggest 
feedback that we get is clients being surprised 
at how caring we are and how much we listen 
because of how much we can follow our 
values”

 — Andrea, Health Services Director

134% increase 
in trans and non-binary clients

We saw 43 uninsured clients 
and 18 non status clients

the CliniC offiCe 

in our old buildinG At 

 5833 sherbrooke o
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LEGAL PROGRAM
This year, updating materials became the focus of the 
Legal Program.   The approach is: if we want young 
people to be more engaged, we can make the material 
more engaging!
During Ralph, our Legal Director’s leave, we initially 
welcomed Gabrielle and subsequently  Emilie as acting 
Legal Coordinator with the addition of Lauren and then 
Catherine as the Assistant Legal Coordinator. They 
created two new workshops and made revisions to 
use  language that demystifies legal jargon for younger 
audiences. his process also included modifying our 
workshop on Sexual Assault, updating the workshop 
on the new cannabis laws to include the implications 
of Criminal Law and simplifying the Employment and 
Tenancy workshop to mirror situations that apply more to 
youth and their lives.

We also revived Project X, a legal program which 
documents the experiences of youth with racial profiling. 
It was led this year by Project X Coordinator, Rachelle, 
who  coordinated in-depth interviews and circulated 
a questionnaire with the help of community partners 
like Prevention NDG, Black Mtl, Dawson College - she 
even hung out outside metros to get first-person youth 
perspectives! The report compiled of all the responses is 
a study that will be able to inform practices and content 
creation in the future. 

“Feeling like there’s nothing to be done because 
the law is too complex is real, sometimes it will 
be but there are areas where it isn’t, where you 
won’t have to cave in the face of injustice. So 
the more empowering part of knowing you at 
least have options is a need that we are trying 
to fulfill. We want to interest people, make them 
aware that they can understand and use parts 
of the law and that it’s worth it for youth to turn 
to legal services so they don’t forget they have 
rights now and later in their lives as adults.”

— Catherine, Assistant Legal Coordinator

Volunteer lawyers donated 
150 hours to the legal clinic

The legal clinic saw 24% more 
clients than last year (+84)

42 youth received one on one 
support with Tenancy being the 

most requested topic

rAlph leAdinG A leGAl 
workshop At J2k in 2015
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YOUNG PARENTS PROGRAM
This year at YPP, the team offered several new activities 
and services, namely an 8-week Parenting Workshop, 
discussing  developmental milestones and hands-on 
parenting skills. As a parent, especially a young one, it 
can be  difficult not to measure oneself to impossible 
standards. This workshop series held space for parents 
to focus on their trauma and the challenges that act as 
barriers to being the parents they want to be. In addition 
to taking a moment to heal and humanize themselves in 
the face of parenthood, the participants also acquired 
a certificate in CPR and First Aid Training as part of the 
workshop. 
YPP also increased its number of art workshops this year, 
as Monday programming is specifically determined by 
the participants’ requests. The free flow art sessions gave 
them a day to choose how and which medium they would 
like to express themselves in: valuing their autonomy not 
only as parents but people who deserve to be cared for in 
ways they choose.

“We strive to be creative and think outside of 
the box to meet needs because that’s not even 
thought to be a possibility for certain people. 
We go above and beyond so that young 
parents dont feel less than or left behind”

— Allyson, YPP Coordinator

107 YPP 
program days

29 Participants 
with 3 of them being under 19

A pArent At Ypp in 2013

bAbies At Ypp in 2013
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INFO & REFERRAL
The Head & Hands reception area is the first point of 
contact for many of our clients. It’s a small area occupied 
by various positions that coordinate three different 
programs: the Food Pantry, our Front Desk Volunteers, 
and referrals coordination, all while connecting clients to 
other services and resources in our community.
Interestingly enough the deceptively small desk encircles 
a space that can make all the difference for our clients. 
This year, our Referrals Coordinator, Tsion, has taken over 
the front desk and worked on our database of contact 
information for community based resources. Putting time 
into this project will allow for less of a barrier to access 
resources for people who don’t have this knowledge. It 
will also be available to access at any time, making it an 
invaluable resource. 
Although the database will allow for people to access 
one of the services offered at the front desk with no 
gatekeeping and more accessibility, the front desk itself 
offers opportunity for resources and human connection 
in the process. Our new Food Security Coordinator 

Jess revitalized the Food Pantry  selection this year by 
adding fresh produce. Having had experience with food 
insecurity, Jess’ approach has been informed by giving 
more choice and better quality: where a lack of resources 
will not mean a lack of respect.  

“Some people don’t realize the difference 
proper intervention can make, it can be life 
changing. We don’t exist out of luxury, we 
exist out of lack. Some people need things to 
survive and we are there to fulfill the needs 
of those people. When I assemble the most 
life changing moments I’ve had, they’ve been 
fulfilled by different figures and resources in my 
life collectively. It leads me to believe that when 
one door closes for someone we can be the 
door that opens.”

— Tsion, Referrals Coordinator

48% of our 
Food Pantry 
clients live in 

NDG

Food baskets 
distributed to 219 

households, benefitting 
620 individuals

the front desk 

in our own buildinG At 

5833 sherbrooke o.
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JEUNESSE 2000
Although J2K has taken place in the same building for 
decades. The program has strived to keep up with the new 
wave of youth regularly coming in by keeping the place as 
accommodating as it can be, in any way it can.
A majority of J2K’s participants found out about the 
program through events and activities, before seeing it 
as a place of their own to hangout after school and on 
Saturdays.  The space itself is a free flowing environment 
with activities youth can participate in at their own pace 
(like the  music studio that allows budding musicians 
to practice their artistry). As the years have gone by 
the program has grown alongside the youth who have 
attended it. This year the team welcomes Leeza, a 
participant since she was 11 years old, as a staff member. 

Integrating the perspective of the youth who have 
attended the program is possible because of the depth 
of the relationships created in it. Neil, the Coordinator of 
J2K, notes that there is a certain opportunity in being able 
to learn from youth if you’re open to what they can teach 
you. This year the staff has taken the lead in re envisioning 
the space and adding fresh touches that represent the 
new personalities that inhabit it. With a space like J2K, 
youth leave their prints and soul on the walls, and every 
so often a blank canvas allows for a new start for youth 
of later generations to leave their mark. Having a place 
where youth can feel empowered to participate and 
eventually lead projects with their vision speaks to the 
trusting and symbiotic approach J2K extends beyond its 
walls. 

2241 total visits

43 songs completed 
and recorded 
(in the studio)

SOCIAL SERVICES
Through the hiring of Gabriela, our second Counselor in 
over 15 years, we were able to almost double the number 
of counseling hours available. Gabriela strives to have 
her practice be fully trauma informed, using inclusive 
language and somatic practices in her sessions and 
keeping up to date with training. She worked alongside 
Rhonda, our other Social Counselor who retired at the 
end of this year after almost two decades. With increased 
contact from Youth Protection Services this year, Rhonda 
focused on filling the gaps where institutions are 
overwhelmed. She notes that the nature of our mandate 
allows us to build a rapport and trust that provides 
support for youth navigating these systems.

Youth performinG At sundAY 
in the pArk in 1994
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This year, Rhonda’s personal project, Moving Forward 
with Care, has come to fruition!  We introduced Erin as 
the coordinator of the program, designed to work with 
youth exiting the care system. To celebrate the launch 
of the project Erin hosted an open house for the service 
for youth to meet and find out about the program, and 
our other services.  Although it’s in it’s beginning stages, 
the response to the program has been overwhelmingly 
positive from community partners and clients.

“Harm reduction is often treated as a toolkit for 
specific issues like drug use and sex practices. 
We use it as a blanket approach and use it’s 
principles for all our programs which seems 
simple but in reality is hard to execute as it 
involves a lot of questioning your implicit bias 
as a worker in a nuanced, reflective, transparent 
and ongoing way.”

— Gabriela, Social Counselor

SAYING GOODBYE TO RHONDA
In the four years I’ve been at Head & Hands, I learned so 
much from Rhonda’s approach to counseling and her 
unwavering dedication to her clients, cultivated in the 19 
years she’s been at Head & Hands.  She reflected on those 
years with us:

“It’s the same place as 19 years ago when 
I started. The safety of the place has never 
changed, it’s been a warm, welcoming and safe 
environment. Where else can you find that? 
It’s the model that we follow, if anything our 
services have just grown instead of diminishing. 
I have mothers that used to come in the 80s 
sending their kids now, and them telling us 
about their parents using the clinic then. That 
I’ve been a part of that is fabulous, it’s the best.”

As we end our conversation she notes, “Know that I’m here 
if you need anything, I’m available”. Indeed, thank you for 
having been here for us and from all of us, Rhonda.

34% of clients are referred by a 
friend, 

and 20% are referred by a 
community partner

61% increase in BIPOC clients

602 counseling appointments 
(Rhonda and Gabriela combined)

rhondA & Amber At A 

stAff retreAt in 2007
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STREET WORK PROGRAM
This year, Liz focused her efforts on building upon 
her pre-established presence in the community. She 
continued to visit group homes on a regular basis to 
build relationships with youth and the staff In making 
those connections, Liz notes that when youth are 
closer to aging out it can be vital to have someone to 
turn to at a vulnerable time, who can also be an access 
point to ressources.
With marginalized youth facing complex and 
compounding issues such as housing, food, and 
employment precarity, Liz’s strategy is about helping 
youth get on their feet to face the next  day.  and 
hopefully at some point, all the other days. While these 
issues are at the forefront, mental health also remains 
a priority that Liz knows is intrinsically linked to other 
hardships: this year she doubled down on suicide 
prevention, not simply in cases of crisis intervention, 
but what it means to face suicidality in the long term. 
In response to the opioid crisis Liz planned a project 
that is laying the groundwork for a temporary 
supervised drug consumption and testing site. She 
brought on volunteers who have received several 
harm reduction and safer drug use workshops that she 
coordinated at Dawson, Westhaven, Head & Hands, 
and Walkley. They were trained and tested out the 
workshops, subsequently offering them up to the 
community while conducting interviews with current 
clients about barriers and what they would need in a 
supervised consumption site. 

158 text support conversations 
initiated by clients 

Liz has given out 43 bus tickets, 
31 gift cards, 30 food baskets 

and 25 opus passes

12 accompaniments

80% of Liz’s clients are BIPOC, 
25% live in unstable or subsidized housing

“Referrals can be hard between different 
organizations so it’s important that if you trust 
one of us and our approach you can trust the 
rest of us. Our clients knowing multiple people 
care about them makes a difference, If I show 
up with a gift card or a food basket it represents 
our whole team caring and making that effort 
for them.”

— Liz, Street Worker
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This year we welcomed Misanka to the team as the new 
Health Educator and Coordinator of  the Sense Project. 
Growing up in NDG has made her a familiar face to 
the youth as she’s offering peer to peer Sexual Health 
Education, also making  it easier for her to communicate 
with the schools in the area. She continued to guide the 
program into developing more content, and workshop 
facilitation  in French, making it more accessible. As a 
youth herself, and having  been in the same place as the 
students  not so long ago, Misanka has insight on how 
to start conversations conducive to an open learning 
environment for both youth and the facilitators.
She looks forward to bringing her unique perspective into 
projects that create more opportunities for youth to be 
a part of the conversation. Misanka has big plans for the 
future: including a new workshop on “Safer Prom”

“Being a black youth running the program 
empowers me in different ways. I try to be 
aware of our blind spots in the way we teach 
sex ed since I didn’t come from a background 
where I could talk about sex openly. When 
we say that we say we have a non judgmental 
approach, we really mean it and I try to carry 
that through our workshops.”

— Misanka, Health Educator

79% of our workshops were offered in 
French (This has doubled from last year)

26% increase in youth receiving 
workshops (982 - 1336)

This year the most popular topic was 
Sexual Health



LETTER FROM FUNDRAISING 
Fundraising and communications at Head & Hands has always been 

about more than the money itself. It can - and should - operate like any 
other program: reflective of our mission to create an environment where 

youth are inspired by the endless possibilities available to them.
Mya, our Media & Communications Coordinator, embodies these goals. 

Mya joined the team at 18 years old (around the same age as I was when 
first hired). In two years, Mya has grown our Instagram by close to 1000 
new followers and gained a bevy of new skills in photo editing, video 

editing, administration, and even a little strategic planning. 
This year, Mya also took charge of our 50th anniversary merchandise. 
She recruited three young artists of colour to create designs reflecting 
their visions of community, using her place in the organization to uplift 
her peers. For most of the artists, their work is usually digital or printed; 

clothing is a new platform to show their work on. 
The way we do fundraising has changed dramatically over the years, 

but like the saying dictates, the important things have stayed the same: 
most notably our dedication to giving young people opportunities and 

autonomy, the reverberative effects will create the same opportunities for 
their peers. In that regard, fundraising at Head & Hands can further our 

mission as much as our frontline work.
RICHENDA GRAZETTE, 

DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT & COMMUNICATIONS



INSTITUTIONAL ADVOCACY 
Part of amplifying youth voices means representing the 
interests of our clients, and using our platform to make 

their voices heard. Here’s how we are advocating for 
young people in Montreal:

• TOMS - Table des organismes communautaires montréalais 
de lutte contre le sida

• QueerTech Hackathon
• Journée d’Action nationale contre les overdoses - (AQPSUD)
• Black Mental Health Connections Montreal (BMHC MTL)
• Carrefour Jeunesse Emploi NDG
• NDG Director’s Table
• Diversity Committee - CIUSSS ODIM
• Conseil d’établissement École Secondaire St-Luc
• Table de Santé Mentale du CUISSS Centre Ouest

LETTERS OF SUPPORT
• Open letter: COVID-19 pandemic highlights the need for 

#HealthCare4All - Healthcare for All National Coalition
• Medical professionals call for urgent depopulation of prisons 

and jails 
• H&H Support letter for STTIC (Cactus-Montreal) for better 

working conditions
• Endorsement letter to the CPATH Board about diversity and 

accountability 

EVENTS THAT WE ATTENDED, 
AND BOARDS & COMMITTEES 
THAT WE SIT ON 
• SIPPE
• FQPN - Fédération du Québec pour le planning des 

naissances board
• Love in Action: A community gathering and feast to honour the 

lives of missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls, and 
two-spirit people

• Table de sécurité alimentaire NDG
• Table jeunesse NDG
• Comité de Coordination - Table Jeunesse NDG
• Conseil Communautaire NDG
• Round Table Planning Committee
• Comité de Coordination du Plan Stratégique NDG
• NDG Space Coalition
• Rencontre des tables et organismes - Département Régional 

Santé Publique de Montréal - 



VOLUNTEERS 
Volunteers and interns are an integral part of our 

organization—they are truly the heart and soul of Head 
& Hands. This year, we were so thankful to have 113 
people who gave just over 2416 hours of their time.

Our volunteers did their work with creativity and 
devotion to raise awareness and support our programs 

and fundraising efforts. We would like to thank our 
volunteers for their colossal efforts that make our 

programs and services shine!
THE HEAD & HANDS BOARD OF DIRECTORS MET 10 
TIMES FOLLOWING THE AGM ON JUNE 17TH 2019



OUR SUPPORTERS / PARTNERS & PEOPLE WE’VE WORKED WITH

 - McLean’s Pub
 - Midnight Kitchen
 - Moog Audio
 - Mountain View
 - Mutek
 - People’s Potato
 - Piknic Electronik
 - Pop Montreal
 - Provigo Supermarkets
 - Reuben’s Deli
 - Riverside St-Henri
 - Saving Grace Tattoos Inc
 - Setsuko Massage
 - Société des Arts 
Technologiques
 - COVEO
 - SMJ Glacier
 - Steve’s Music
 - Studio Bliss
 - Tatouage Royal
 - The Forum Sports Bar
 - Thought Technology Ltd.
 - Turbohaus
 - Two Horses Montreal

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
Engagement
 - CSSS Cavendish SIPPE 
(Services intégrés en 
périnatalité et pour la 
petite enfance) Projet
 - Dawson College
 - Dawson Student Union
 - DESTA Black Youth 
Network
 - English Montreal School 
Board
 - Fédération du Québec 
pour le planning des 
naissances (FQPN)
 - Fondation Quebecoise du 
SIDA
 - Gender Creative Kids 
Canada
 - Hawkins Group Home
 - Indigenous Women and 
Two-Spirit Harm Reduction 
Coalition
 - John Abbott College
 - L’Anonyme
 - L’Injecteur
 - LaSalle College
 - Lower Canada College
 - Maison de la culture NDG
 - Maison des Jeunes Côte-
des-Neiges
 - Maison Mosaik
 - Marymount Academy

BUSINESSES
Please see online version 
to know who our kind 
supporters and partners are.
 - Bar Bifteck St-Laurent
 - Barfly
 - Beau’s
 - Bierbrier Brewing Inc
 - Brutopia Brewpub
 - Burger Bar
 - Burgundy Lion
 - Cafe Campus
 - Château Du Lac
 - CJLO 1690AM
 - Co-op La Maison Verte
 - Dispatch Coffee
 - Echo Hardware
 - Eco Cartier
 - Enigma Tattoos
 - Esposito Groupe
 - Fairmount Bagels
 - Gamma Rentals
 - Grumpy’s Bar
 - Guillaume
 - Gusta
 - Hurley’s Irish Pub Inc.
 - Imadake
 - John Michael’s Pub
 - La Rama
 - Le Chalet Tattoo Shop Privé
 - Mata Maté
 - Matrec Services
 - McKibbins Irish Pub 
(Bishop)

 - AGIR - Action LGBTQ with 
immigrants and refugees
 - AIDS Community Care 
Montreal (ACCM)
 - Arts NDG
 - ASTT(e)Q
 - Batshaw Support Link and 
Youth and Family Services
 - Black Mtl
 - Cactus Montreal
 - Camp Cosmos
 - Carrefour Jeunesse 
Emploi NDG and CDN
 - CATIE - Canada’s source 
for HIV and Hepatitis C 
information
 - Center for Gender 
Advocacy
 - Centre des Organismes 
Communautaires (COCO)
 - Champlain College 
Lennoxville
 - CJLO
 - CKUT Radio
 - CLSC Monkland, 
Cavendish, NDG and 
Lachine
 - COCQ-SIDA
 - Concordia Applied 
Human Sciences
 - Concordia University: 
Office of Community 



OUR SUPPORTERS / PARTNERS & PEOPLE WE’VE WORKED WITH

 - McGill Faculty of Medicine
 - McGill Law Students 
Association
 - McGill School of Social 
Work
 - McGill University Health 
Centre: Adolescent 
Medicine and Social 
Pediatrics
 - Médecins du Monde
 - Méta d’ me
 - Moisson Montreal
 - Montreal Children’s 
Hospital
 - MotherWit Doula Care
 - NDG Community Center
 - NDG Community Council
 - Depot Community Food 
Centre
 - O3 On Our Own
 - Odyssey Group Home
 - One Full Circle
 - Philanthropic Foundations 
Canada
 - Pop Montreal International 
Music Festival
 - Porchfest NDG
 - Prevention CDN- NDG
 - Project 10
 - QPIRG Concordia
 - QPIRG McGill
 - Queer McGill

 - Réseau d’aide aux 
personnes seules et 
itinérantes de Montréal
 - Roslyn Elementary School
 - Rudel Group Home
 - Saint Columba House
 - Chez Doris
 - Sexual Assault Centre 
of the McGill Students’ 
Society (SACOMSS)
 - Solidarity Across Borders
 - St. James Group Home
 - St. Luc High School
 - St. Mary’s Hospital
 - St. Raymond’s Community 
Centre
 - Stella
 - TRAC- Travail de rue et 
action communautaire
 - Tracom Crisis Center
 - Trafalgar High School
 - Unitarian Church of 
Montreal 
 - Vanier College
 - Villa-Maria High School
 - Walkley Community 
Centre
 - Westhaven Community 
Center
 - Westmount High School
 - Women on the Rise
 - Youth in Motion 

FUNDERS
 - Barry F. Lorenzetti 
Foundation
 - Beatrice Enid Foundation 
Fund at the Foundation of 
Greater Montreal
 - Betty Averbach 
Foundation
 - Centraide of Greater 
Montreal
 - Chamandy Foundation
 - Department of Justice 
Canada
 - Directrice Régionale de 
Santé Publique
 - ECHO Foundation
 - Employment & Social 
Development Canada
 - Eric T Webster Foundation
 - Fondation Beati
 - Fondation Dufresne and 
Gauthier 
 - Fondation du Grand 
Montréal
 - George Hogg Family 
Foundation
 - Gewurz Family Foundation
 - Gustav Levinschi 
Foundation
 - Henry and Berenice 
Kaufmann Foundation
 - Hewitt Foundation
 - Howick Foundation
 - Hylcan Foundation
 - Jim & Diana Bouchard 
Charitable Fund
 - MAC AIDS Fund
 - MacDonald-Stewart 
Foundation
 - McGill Law Students 
Association

 - Ministère de l’Éducation, 
du Loisir et du Sport
 - Ministère de l’emploi et de 
la solidarité social
 - Ministère de la famille et 
des aînés (Halte Garderie)
 - Programme de soutien 
aux organismes 
communautaires (PSOC)
 - Programme Montreal 
Interculturel
 - Public Health Agency of 
Canada
 - R. Howard Webster 
Foundation
 - Roasters
 - Services intégrés en 
périnatalité et pour la 
petite enfance (SIPPE)
 - State Street Foundation
 - The Benevity Community 
Impact Fund
 - The Holt Foundation
 - The Jewish Community 
Foundation of Montreal
 - The Pathy Family 
Foundation
 - Trottier Family Foundation
 - United Way of Halton and 
Hamilton
 - United Way of Greater 
Toronto
 - Ville de Montréal
 - Ville de Montréal- 
Arrondissement Côte-Des-
Neiges—Notre-Dame-De-
Grâce
 - Zeller Family Foundation
 - Foundation
 - Chamandy Foundation



misAnkA 

GAbrielA 
liz 

rAlph 

riChendA AllYson
Jess 

zoe 

lAurA  

neil 

tsion 

CAro erin 

iliAnA 

OUR TEAM
HEAD & HANDS 

(Not pictured: Bita, Rhonda, Andrea, Bob, and Andrea C.)



liz 

J2K TEAM

CONTACT INFO
Tel: 514 481 0277  
Fax: 514 481 2336  
3465 ave Benny 
Montreal, QC H4B 2R9

WWW.HEADANDHANDS.CA

leezA
Junior neil XAvier 

lAurA AllYson AshleY 
YPP TEAM
(Not pictured: Marnie) 

vAn
sAsA bob m.

http://www.headandhands.ca
https://www.facebook.com/headandhands
https://www.instagram.com/head_and_hands/
https://www.youtube.com/user/HeadandHands
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Head+%26+Hands/@45.465676,-73.63008,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4cc910b15347cfb5:0x8f6fd7d637199aa!8m2!3d45.4656723!4d-73.627886

